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Subject Matter Details
I wanted to make a proposal for making a detox tank/s on the 5th floor due to the fact that majority of all new male inmates will be housed on the 5th floor
during the first week of their incarceration. My proposal was to take 1 tank from the East range, North range, and West range and make it a detox tank.
The reason for 1 cell on each range is due to the fact that the 5th floor is a pre-arraignment and pre-classification floor. The inmates have to be divided
into the following three categories: Non-violent felony (East Range), Misdemeanors (North Range), and Violent Felony (West Range). My proposal is to
Make 5E1, 5N3, and 5W2 the designated detoxing dorms. These dorms are the biggest on the various ranges and due to the number of inmates that are
detoxing fluctuates, it would be better to plan on having more space for the detoxing inmates than not having enough space for them. I would also like to
request that the trough urinals in 5E1 and 5N3 be turned into the smaller urinals similar to the one in 5W2 (which is also why 5W2 was chosen for a detox
tank). The reason for the request is simply for sanitary reasons. The inmates that are detoxing may vomit and defecate into the larger trough urinal. On a
regular basis the trough urinals are clogged and will not drain and part of the reason that they become clogged is due to detoxing inmates that vomit into
the trough urinal and not into the toilet. Then when the trough urinal begins to stink, other inmates will place soap, paper, or anything that could be found
to make an attempt to stop the smell, but their actions only cause the urinal to become clogged. In addition to making the detoxing dorm, I would like to
request that the inmates do not receive the grey totes that are issued until they are classified/moved from that dorm. The reason for this request is
because numerous detoxing inmates will destroy the county issued tote when they vomit or defecate into the tote and leave it in there for the duration of
their detox or until they get moved and it is discovered that the tote has vomit or defecate in it and at times it has to be disposed of. Lastly, the detox
dorm/s would be valuable for the safety of the inmates that are detoxing. Having the inmates in one area would allow deputies and medical staff to focus
on the inmates that are detoxing and look for serious medical problems or other issues that can be linked to detoxing. Having multiple inmates that are
detoxing scattered abroad in various tanks makes the task for a deputy more difficult and with a detox it would be obvious who was detoxing. Other
advantages would be: The detoxing inmates have access to bottoms bunks during their detoxing period. They would not have non-detoxing inmates take
or coax the detoxing inmate from giving up their meal trays, and the medical escort would only have to go to three designated detoxing tanks verses
going to every tank on a floor and maximizing the medical escort’s time to assist the medical staff. FCCC II already has some similar female dorms where
the detoxing inmates are removed from the regular population. While in the detox dorm, the inmates do not have a tote (for reasons listed above) and
they do not get commissary until they are cleared from detox. Once they are cleared from detox, the inmate will be issued a new county roll-up with a tote
and the old linens will be returned to laundry in a separate bag (in case there are any linens that would need extra sanitation by laundry.)
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